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DMITRY DANILOV  

 

A RUSSIAN HELL MARCH  

  

Wandering around YouTube  

I accidentally found 

a section of military marches  

Hell March it's called  

Hellish march  

I mean  

march of intimidation  

when the army  

of some state  

marches  

in honor of its  

national holiday  

to intimidate  

other states  

as well as its own 

to show  

its power  

its military coolness  

and all that  

  

first, I heard 

an Italian hell march  

it was not very scary  

just people  

walking  

together 

in military uniform  

loving life  

and not inclined 

to take life  

from others  

and deprive   

themselves of it 

although they walked beautifully  

to the sound of bravura music  

and the satisfied audience  

was waving Italian flags  

Italy is a beautiful country  

but a hell march  

just isn’t its genre  



unlike ball hockey 

in this Italy is  

lucky 

  

There were other links  

to other hell marches  

I looked  

at a Chinese hell march  

a procession of automata  

they walked very smoothly, beautifully  

but it didn’t give me a sense 

that those were people  

and it was unclear  

what they  

felt 

fear, triumph  

hatred  

or something else  

and therefore  

somehow it was not very scary  

as though those were just objects walking  

walking and walking  

well, let them walk as much as they like  

 

An Indian Hell March  

was much more interesting  

people just walked 

they seemed too alive  

for a hell march  

expressive faces  

wandering eyes 

people who  

had been forced into the army  

and who abide  

in their complex hallucinations  

people in uniform  

marching and thinking  

about their varna  

or their caste duty about your relationship  

with the formidable goddess Kali  

and their gracious goddess Lakshmi  

and with their contradictory  

and completely incomprehensible  

Lord Shiva  

And somehow you can see  

somehow it feels   

as though it is really  

a strong army  

but it is strong  

not at the expense of its people  



it is strong because  

behind these people  

stand Kali, Lakshmi  

and that contradictory  

incomprehensible  

Lord Shiva  

If war comes tomorrow 

then these people  

will roll their eyes  

and mumble  

something to themselves 

and Lord Shiva  

will do something  

after which India  

will go on existing 

like it did for millennia  

   

And finally  

it's time  

to watch the video  

of a Russian Hell March  

and yes, this is quite interesting  

an endless stream  

of people marching  

with different  

facial expressions  

with stone faces  

with attentive cheerful eyes  

with menacing faces  

while in some units  

every face, from first man to last  

smiles 

and this is  

the worst of all  

these large 

smiling battalions  

because the smile  

is forced 

It's hard for them to march 

hard to stay in line formation  

exact to a millimeter  

yet they – yes -  

they stay in line 

exact to a millimeter  

and it's very hard for them 

but they were ordered to smile  

and they smile  

and the result is 

a skull smile  

a smile of death  



death smiles like this 

a man in the presence of death  

smiles like this 

a dead man smiles like this  

someone who died 

yes, this is a smile of 

a man who has already died  

and who doesn't care  

  

These are the rows  

straight rows of people  

who have already died  

and they march and smile  

a terrible posthumous triumph 

on their faces  

  

To be honest  

if I were to  

speak honestly  

then the army should be like this  

when you go to fight  

you should die beforehand  

and you smile  

maybe then everything 

will be good  

and there will be victory  

and there will be Berlin of nineteen forty-five 

and other lovely dates  

and later  

there will be the old mother in tears  

and the weeping kids 

and what else is there  

but at first  

it is necessary  

to die  

  

We probably have a good army  

it seems so  

it guards us 

against something  

But it's hard to say anything  

about this 

hard to say something meaningful  

words are too slow, they freeze  

what to say about it  

there’s nothing to say about it  

it's good to have a good army  

Yes, it is good.   

  

 



A Russian soldier marches 

he stays in line formation 

he must stay in line  

and he must completely control himself  

he must stay in line  

up to a millimeter  

he must march evenly  

and still smile  

a soldier must smile  

and he does he smiles  

a terrible death smile  

and he marches beautifully, smoothly  

And Death itself  

supports him  

helps him  

loves him.  
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VLAD PRYAKHIN 

 

MY OTHER HANDS 

 

they took my hands in theirs 

into someone else's strong hands 

and they smothered the new time 

with my hands 

my palms felt its warm skin 

and my fingers squeezed its hard 

Adam's apple 

my ears heard its wheeze 

the rasping noise of the new time 

my eyes saw foam 

coming out of its mouth 

 

I remember 

how the new time choked 

my time 

in my country 

how my new self 

was dying together with the new 

time  

smothered by my own hands 

which their sinewy hands took in 

theirs 

so they could say: 

- our hands are clean! 

so they could say: 

- a new time? it suffocated itself 

because it was alien here 

 

and now 

when I look at my hands 

it seems to me 

they are no longer mine 

 

2019 

 

  



LIGHT ONES 

 

Bright ones 

they spread fire among the trees -    

sparks soared up and perished 

illuminating a crimson stone dome  

where a rotten face 

with purple folds  

appeared         

                                              

and the one who was looking through a fiery torrent turned over  

while they stopped fire with their bodies      

melting, falling, and flowing  

 

later in his castle a Prince drank  

from a goblet their sweet bodies 

dissolved in flaming rivers  

 

and I, too, was in that forest  

my flashlight scratched  

the armor of the night 

 

 * * * * 

 

- here you are separated from yourself - 

says an accidental fellow traveler - 

put your hand into a pocket of your jacket 

and pull out the pig * 

which I planted on you yesterday 

but don't kick it out  

it’s too cold 

to keep it out of the train compartment 

 

that's the end of promotional travel 

the polyphony of the wind and the silence of the cold 

its non-verbalism 

all its vowels forgotten 

as for its consonants – they are teeth knocking against each other 

and the rustle in the clothes 

giving birth to shivers 

 

 

 
 

*”подложить свинью” is a Russian idiom. Literally it means “to plant a pig”, i.e. to play a dirty trick on someone. I 

chose to translate it literally, since it is followed by word play which builds on the image of “a planted pig”. 

 

 

* * * * 

 



absence of speech – when all pictures are just as they are 

the artist did not try to say anything 

he didn’t like to talk at all 

that’s why he chose a paintbrush 

 

autumn discounts on books - writing is unprofitable 

no time to read 

but it’s the right time to buy - 

book prices will rise 

 

now you understand 

that the root of darkness is not the darkness itself 

but an extinguished match 

which turned out to be the last dry match 

in a matchbox 
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